ACIT Genius
Remotely Operated Simultaneous High Quality Cleaning and Inspection Tool
A New Dawn in Cleaning & Inspection

ACIT Genius is a fully automated, remotely operated tooling system, capable of simultaneous high quality cleaning and inspection on risers, conductors, caissons, legs and piles.

Unmatched Quality
- Ultra High Pressure (UHP) water jetting removes marine growth and coatings with unequalled efficiency, to the highest level of surface cleanliness (WJ-1)
- Simultaneous ultrasonic corrosion mapping inspection to 0.2mm accuracy for wall thickness and defect size, leading to reliable measurements and improved asset integrity & maintenance decisions

Improved Safety & Cost
- Remotely operated tooling significantly reduces operational footprint and risks in the splash zone, including removal of divers, dive support vessels and dive spreads
- Robust tooling is proven to operate in almost any sea conditions, above or below the waterline, reducing standby
- Cleaning and inspection is carried out in a single automated process, leading to shorter time on site